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Online cancer communities provide an outlet for people with
cancer and caregivers to discuss cancer-related issues. Studies
of online cancer support groups and communities have shown
that members benefit from online interactions in multiple ways:
increased optimism (1,2), reduced stress, depression, psychological trauma (3,4), and reduced cancer concerns (5). People typically join online communities to get information and support but
quickly discover that giving support to others is equally important
to their survivorship (6).
The American Cancer Society’s Cancer Survivors Network
(CSN) (7) is the largest online peer support cancer community,
with 166 000 registered members and about 25 000 unique visits
a day. Although CSN supports more than 30 discussion groups,
this study focuses on the two largest: the breast and colorectal cancer forums. Between 2005 and 2010, the breast and the
colorectal forums had 16 604 and 12 780 threaded discussions,
respectively. Discussion posts from these forums were extracted
and deidentified for this study (5). Data consist of discussion
threads initiated with a post from an originator to which members post replies. Threads often contain additional posts from
the originator.
Sentiment analysis as used here is the automated assessment of
the valence (ie, positive/negative) of posts. Sentiment analysis offers
insight into the sentiments, emotions, and opinions of an online
community without having to directly survey the population, a
time-consuming and expensive task (8,9). Extrapolating from the
buffering hypothesis (10), some of the social support provided in
online communities comes from the reappraisal of a stressful event
or issue (6,11), which results through community discussions and
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which produces a reduction in the emotional response to the event
or issue. Hence, community support can be assessed using the
change in sentiment between an initiating post and the first followup post of the initiator.
Our research goal was to examine, within the CSN community,
whether sentiment change, a measure of social support, is influenced by the main topic of the initiating post (11). We hypothesized
that topics that initiate with negative emotion (eg, pain, treatment,
side effects) will exhibit larger sentiment change compared with
topics that initiate with more positive emotion (eg, celebration),
which will have smaller sentiment change. The study protocol
was approved by The Pennsylvania State University institutional
review board.
Previous research (12,13) used 298 CSN posts manually
tagged with sentiment (positive or negative) to train a classification model that is subsequently used to assign sentiment to every
post. Text features used were the following: counts of words (post
length), sentences, positive sentiment words, negative sentiment
words, Internet slang words, question marks, exclamation marks,
and number of times a member was addressed by username or
name. Derived features included average word length and ratios
of the following: positive word count to post length, negative
word count to post length, Internet slang word count to post
length, and positive sentiment word count to negative sentiment
word count. The final calibrated AdaBoost classification model was
then used to assign sentiment for all posts and calculate sentiment
change for all initiating posts (accuracy of classification: 79.2%
using 10-fold cross-classification) (13). Statistical analysis found
a significant positive relationship between thread originator
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Online cancer communities help members support one another, provide new perspectives about living with cancer, normalize experiences, and reduce isolation. The American Cancer Society’s 166 000-member Cancer Survivors Network (CSN) is the
largest online peer support community for cancer patients, survivors, and caregivers. Sentiment analysis and topic modeling
were applied to CSN breast and colorectal cancer discussion posts from 2005 to 2010 to examine how sentiment change of
thread initiators, a measure of social support, varies by discussion topic. The support provided in CSN is highest for medical,
lifestyle, and treatment issues. Threads related to 1) treatments and side effects, surgery, mastectomy and reconstruction,
and decision making for breast cancer, 2) lung scans, and 3) treatment drugs in colon cancer initiate with high negative
sentiment and produce high average sentiment change. Using text mining tools to assess sentiment, sentiment change,
and thread topics provides new insights that community managers can use to facilitate member interactions and enhance
support outcomes.

lower sentiment score (greater negative emotion) for the initiating
post have higher average sentiment change scores. Threads with
more negative initial sentiment and higher sentiment change typically involve topics such as pain, poor laboratory results, and treatment side effects.

sentiment changes is described in Figure 1, where average sentiment changes (and the associated 95% confidence interval) are
plotted for each topic identified, with topics ordered from highest to lowest on their average sentiment change score. One-way
analysis of variance shows significant differences among the various
topic means (F29,6057 = 7.39, P < .01). As hypothesized, topics with

Colorectal Cancer Discussions. The relationship between topics and sentiment changes is described in Figure 2, which also displays differences in average sentiment change among topics overall
(F29,6035 = 7.39, P < .01). Similar to the relationship observed in
the discussion of the breast cancer forum, a negative relationship
between initial sentiment and sentiment change is also evident in
the colorectal cancer forum.
Both forums show that pain, medical worries, and treatment
side effect issues initiate with very low sentiment and have highest
sentiment change. Breast cancer posts tend to initiate with lower
sentiment than colon cancer posts and sentiment change tends to
be higher in breast cancer. Because the interval between the initial
posts and the first follow-up responses by thread initiators is typically only 1 or 2 days, the observed sentiment change is more likely
a reaction to positive sentiment posts from the community than to
changes in medical status or home life.
The increased understanding of topics and related sentiment
identified in this research supports the need for highly sophisticated search functionality to assist users in finding the most
recent and relevant content, in addition to aiding in ongoing

Figure 1. Average sentiment change scores with 95% confidence intervals for topics of the breast cancer discussion board of the cancer
survivors network (CSN) and their relative frequencies as main post
topic. High scores of average sentiment change indicate that community responses (and possibly other factors in the initiator’s life) have a

positive effect on the emotions of the respondent. Low scores of average sentiment change could indicate either that community response
has little impact on the initiator’s emotions, as represented by the sentiment of the latter’s first follow-up post, or that the initial post sentiment
was high to begin with, which is most likely.

Breast Cancer Discussions. The relationship between topics and
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sentiment change (average of sentimentself-reply − sentimentinitial post)
and the sentiment of community replies (13). This change demonstrated how originator’s sentiment is positively influenced by
the community.
The types of events and concerns often discussed in CSN (14)
were identified using topic model analysis on thread-initiating posts.
Topic classes were identified using modified latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA-VEM) (15–18). Each initiating post was assigned
probabilities of belonging to each topic class. Posts were classified
to the highest-probability topic. Analyses assuming 20–50 topics
indicated that choice of 30 topics is reasonable for both forums.
Selected word combinations identified in an initial analysis of the
posts were subsequently converted to single words (eg, “breast cancer” to “breastcancer”) to retain their meaning. Remaining words
were reduced to root form (19), and terms occurring very often
(>80% of posts) or very seldom (<5 posts) were removed before
analysis.

positive effect on the emotions of the respondent. Low scores of average
sentiment change could indicate either that community response has
little impact on the initiator’s emotions, as represented by the sentiment
of the latter’s first follow-up post, or that the initial post sentiment was
high to begin with, which is most likely. NED = no evidence of disease.

community-building efforts. Development of automated tools that
monitor thread topics and associated sentiment could, for example,
alert community managers to posts in need of additional community support. These types of improvements could significantly
enhance social support within the community and, subsequently,
members’ quality of life.
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topic. High scores of average sentiment change indicate that community responses (and possibly other factors in the initiator’s life) have a
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